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Abstract
It can be extremely useful to know biaxial properties of materials like elastomers used for mechanical
applications or thermoplastics for the simulation of injection stretch/blow moulding or thermoforming
processes. The biaxial stress-strain data of such materials can be obtained using a bubble-inflationtechnique. A circular membrane is clamped at the rim and inflated by a pressure applied to one of its side.
The inflation of the circular membrane is recorded using a CCD video camera and the blowing pressure
by a pressure sensor. This technique was applied to the determination of an elastomer rheological
behaviour, and will be adapted for thermoplastics (including a heating device). First, an experimental setup was carried out, using a thickness measurement magnetic probe, in order to validate rheometer results.
Circonferential biaxial Cauchy stress–elongation curve of the elastomer studied was compared with the
uniaxial stress–elongation curve.

1 Introduction
The inflation of uniform circular membrane has been of interest to scientists and engineers for many
years. The earliest experimental programs used thin sheets of rubber, both uncured and vulcanised.
Treolar (1944) used vulcanised latex sheets to study the distribution of principal strains as well as the
axial profiles of the inflated sheets and the mechanism of bursting. Rivlin and Saunders (1951) used the
Neo-Hookean and Mooney forms of the strain-energy functions in the elasticity relations and numerically
solved the equilibrium and geometric relations for the inflation of a circular membrane. Alexander (1971)
inflated membranes in order to model tensile instabilities observed with atmospheric balloons.
More recently, viscoelastic sheets have been investigated. Schmidt and Carley (1975) developed
numerical models using non-linear constitutive equation issued from the rubber-like materials theory for
the membrane-inflation problem and compared their results with experimental values obtained with highimpact polystyrene and cellulose acetate butyrate above their respective glass-transition temperatures.
Denson and Hylton (1980) studied ABS membranes close to the forming temperature (138°C) using oil
for inflation. The incompressibility of the oil allows to proceed to stress retardation experiments where
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the pressure is imposed. Thomas and Tintillier (1992) inflated circular PET membranes and used a video
camera device to study the biaxial elongation of PET above the glass transition temperature. Verron
(1997) developed a numerical procedure using the bubble height to compute the rheological parameters
for a given constitutive equation during the membrane inflation. This numerical approach avoids a
complex video camera device and to mark the membrane but the method supposes to know a priori the
rheological behaviour.
Our goal is to develop and optimise a rheometer based on an inflation technique similar to Thomas and
Tintillier (1992). For that, we have proceeded to comparisons with the measured thickness of the inflated
membrane using the inflation device and a magnetic probe thickness measurement. The inflation
rheometer was then applied to the determination of the biaxial rheological properties of an elastomer at
ambient temperature (no heating stage).

2 Bubble inflation assumptions
An uniform circular membrane is clamped at the rim and inflated by a pressure applied to one of its side
in order to produce an inflated bubble (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 – Inflated bubble in biaxial extension
The inflation of the circular membrane results in a biaxial extension. The assumption of spherical
symmetry allows us to equate  to  at the pole of the bubble. So, the Cauchy stress tensor 
expressed in spherical coordinates reduces to:
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If the thickness of the inflated membrane e is much smaller than the curvature radius Rc (Schmidt, 1995),
the thin shell assumption leads to neglect the radial stress  rr in front of the circonferential stress  . In
addition, we equate  to the thickness-average circonferential stress which leads to:
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assuming that the thickness e is uniform at the pole of the bubble. P is the differential inflation
pressure. Consequently, we are now able to calculate the circonferential stress by measuring the curvature
radius and the thickness.

3 Bubble inflation technique
The biaxial stress-strain data of an elastomer can be obtained using a bubble-inflation technique. A
general view of the bubble inflation rheometer is presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2 – View of the bubble inflation rheometer
A circular membrane is mounted between two metal disks containing a circular aperture (40 mm in
diameter) and clamped on a support. Compressed air is then used to inflate the membrane. The inflation
of the membrane is recorded using a CCD SONY video camera (752X582 pixels) and a MATROX image
grabber. The inflation pressure is recorded using a pressure sensor located close to the back side of the
membrane. The curvature radius is measured using video camera images analysis. Details of the
experimental technique and the measurement made on the bubbles can be found in Reuge (1998).
Elastomer membranes were successfully inflated beyong the hemispherical stage to large bubbles (fig. 3).
Hemispherical deformation of the inflated membrane occurs only for low circonferential stretch   .
Furthermore, the membrane thickness is non-uniform. A preprinted made of a silicone coat provides a
reference mark which localises a pole zone where the thickness is assumed to be uniform. Using the
volume balance at a local level, the thickness may be calculated using the following relationship:
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where e o is the flat circular membrane thickness. The circonferential stretch is the ratio between the
current length of the mark l and the initial length of the mark l o :
  

l
lo

(4)

P = 0.288 bar

(   = 15 %)

P = 0.598 bar

(   = 150 %)

P = 0.605 bar

(   = 325 %)
P = 0.799 bar
Fig. 3 – Intermediate bubble shapes

(   = 485 %)

4 Applications
First, an experimental set-up was carried out using a thickness measurement magnetic probe, in order to
validate rheometer thickness measurement (fig.4).
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Fig. 4 - Magnetic probe in contact with the pole
The clamping system is reversed. Then, a ball magnet is placed upon the membrane. The membrane is
inflated for given pressure values. For each pressure value, the magnetic probe which has been fixed on a
rack is bringing in perfect contact with the pole of the reversed bubble. We have proceeded to five
measures for each pressure value. The bubble height H is measured using the video camera images
analysis. In figure 5, the comparison between the thickness measured using the magnetic probe and the
inflation rheometer thickness is presented. The agreement is fair except for large elongation i.e.
  4.18 (H≥ 42 mm). In that domain, the uncertainty of the magnetic probe measurement increases due
to local variations of the thickness (the sample slides between the clamps). Nevertheless, the weak
discrepancy (15%) between the two methods at low and medium elongation allows to validate the
inflation rheometer measurement.
We note the existence of an instability zone for 25mm  H 42 mm. This phenomenon is related to the
stress-induced crystallisation of the elastomer during the biaxial elongation (Mullins, 1947).
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Fig. 5 - Comparison between magnetic probe thickness and inflation rheometer thickness versus bubble
height
Preliminary results obtained for static inflation are presented now. The pressure is imposed at a given
value. The different parameters are calculated using the inflation rheometer (thickness of the inflated
membrane, curvature radius, circonferential stress and stretch) The procedure is repeated until the
elastomer limit of elongation is reached (before bursting). Circonferential biaxial stress–elongation curve
of the elastomer studied is plotted in figure 6 and compared with the uniaxial stress–elongation curve at
ambient temperature. Uniaxial and biaxial curves are very closed. This is not the case with generalised
stress-strain data (fig.7). Depending on the type of elongation, the equivalent strain and stress are defined
bellow:

   zz ,   zz (uniaxial elongation)
  2  ,   
(biaxial elongation)
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Fig. 6 - Comparison between biaxial and uniaxial stress-elongation for an elastomer (T= 25°C)
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Fig. 7 - Comparison between biaxial and uniaxial equivalent stress-strain elongation for an elastomer (T=
25°C)

5 Conclusion
The biaxial rheological properties of an elastomer have been characterised using an inflation rheometer.
For this elastomer in particular, the biaxial behaviour is very close to the uniaxial behaviour. But the
comparison depends whether we use the equivalent stress and strain or the uniaxial and circonferential
stress and strain.
Adding an air convection oven to the present bubble-inflation rheometer will allow to heat polymers
above the glass transition temperature and to obtain the biaxial stress-strain data of polymers.
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